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Machine learning’s entry into popular, and legal, consciousness has engendered concerns about its 
opaque, or “black box,” character. Although these concerns are legitimate, we argue that they should 
not overshadow machine learning’s substantial promise as a research tool for clarifying opacity – most 
notably, opacity in the system to which it is applied. Biological systems provide excellent examples of 
systems whose opacity could be clarified through machine learning, thereby yielding substantial social 
welfare gains. Such clarification will be impeded, however, unless another type of opacity – this time 
opacity grounded in secrecy – is addressed. We draw upon innovation policy to provide a toolkit for 
overcoming secrecy.  
 
Innovation policy yields insights that have been missed both by law and technology commentators and 
by commentators focused on competition policy. As to the former, they have typically seen secrecy 
through the lens of due process, privacy, or other individual rights. Competition scholars, meanwhile, 
have viewed secrecy through the lens of monopoly control over data. In contrast, this Article invokes 
innovation policy tools to show how secrecy endangers the ability of machine learning to advance basic 
scientific understanding.  
 
Ultimately, innovation policy provides a perspective that harnesses machine learning to clarify opacity 
over the long term, yet is also grounded in shorter term practical institutional and economic 
considerations. Because innovation policy has a history of addressing opaque systems, including 
opaque systems (e.g. biological systems) that are probed by research tools that are themselves opaque 
(e.g. biologics), it suggests mechanisms for organizing, and grappling with, the full range of 
interrelated challenges associated with opacity in machine learning. These interrelated challenges 
include model complexity that precludes full understanding by human field experts; secrecy and 
concomitant lack of reproducibility; and ultimately the normative goal that this Article adopts – 
economic incentives for production of verified predictive performance in the short term, disclosure in 
the medium term, and deeper understanding in the long term.  


